Open Position: Manufacturing Engineering Technician

This position supports the management of the ISO program. Duties for this hands-on position include working with Engineering and Manufacturing Management to create quality and reliability standards through interpretation of engineering drawings and customer communications. Individual develops and manages test programs and manages and interprets statistical analysis for all production. In addition, completes on-going analysis of Company standards and practices within the internal quality system against customer and regulatory requirements and makes recommendations and adjustments as necessary. The right candidate must possess an engineering technical certificate or higher for education as well as a strong analytical foundation including excellent math and communication skills. Able to read blue prints and familiarity with quality policy is a plus.

Working at Ambix

Ambix is more than just a job. It’s a place that sparks your imagination and gives you the chance to make a real difference. From a flexible, informal work environment that cultivates high performance to outstanding benefits and profit sharing, Ambix provides great rewards for great work. And that’s only the beginning.

Click here to submit: Ambix Job Application

Completed job applications can be sent to:

Fax 603-452-5264
HR@ambixllc.com

http://ambixllc.com/index.html